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ABSTRACT: Single-molecule methods have revolutionized molecular science, but techniques possessing the structural sensitivity
required for chemical problemse.g. vibrational spectroscopyremain difficult to apply in solution. Here, we describe how
coupling infrared-vibrational absorption to a fluorescent electronic transition (fluorescence-encoded infrared (FEIR) spectroscopy)
can achieve single-molecule sensitivity in solution with conventional far-field optics. Using the fluorophore Coumarin 6, we illustrate
the principles by which FEIR spectroscopy measures vibrational spectra and relaxation and introduce FEIR correlation spectroscopy,
a vibrational analogue of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, to demonstrate single-molecule sensitivity. With further
improvements, FEIR spectroscopy could become a powerful tool for single-molecule vibrational investigations in the solution or
condensed phase.

Single-molecule (SM) spectroscopy has had a profound
impact on how we describe molecular phenomena in

chemistry, biology, and materials science. Studying the
behavior of individuals reveals information hidden within the
ensemble average, while the ability to access trajectories of a
molecular observable at equilibrium provides dynamical
information without the need for synchronization. Since the
early pioneering experiments, fluorescence has become the
most widely adapted method for SM detection, due to the
bright, background-free signal coupled with sensitive single-
photon detectors and modern microscopy tools.1−5 While the
capabilities of SM fluorescence have been revolutionary, its
limited structural specificity often restricts its applicability for
chemical problems. This shortcoming has inspired a
concurrent development of SM vibrational techniques, which
offer a sensitivity to chemical bonding and specific molecular
contacts through the frequencies and line shapes of vibrational
bands. However, most of these methods, including surface- and
tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS and TERS),6−9

atomic force microscopy infrared spectroscopy (AFM-IR),10

infrared scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscopy
(IR-sSNOM),11 and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM),12

require contact with a solid interface, probe, or nanostructure,
precluding their application to solution-phase systems. This
Communication presents evidence that infrared (IR) spectros-
copy is possible with SM sensitivity using fluorescence
encoding, providing a new strategy for SM vibrational
spectroscopy compatible with chemical systems in solution.
Coupling the vibrational excitation to a fluorescent

electronic transition is an attractive strategy that benefits
from the experimental and technical advantages of far-field
fluorescence detection, including solution-phase compatibility.
Double resonance schemes that first excite vibrations via
infrared absorption or stimulated Raman pumping and then
up-convert the molecule to an emissive electronic excited state
have existed since the 1970s to perform vibrational spectros-

copy with increased detection sensitivity.13−18 Recently, Xiong
et al. achieved SM detection with stimulated Raman excited
fluorescence (SREF) spectroscopy, representing the first far-
field SM vibrational measurement.19 Our group has adapted an
IR-pumped double resonance method, fluorescence-encoded
IR (FEIR) spectroscopy, using broad-band femtosecond pulses
to perform ultrafast Fourier transform vibrational spectrosco-
py,20,21 and recently developed a high-sensitivity experimental
configuration incorporating confocal fluorescence microscopy
to achieve 10−100 nM sensitivity in solution.22 Here we build
on those results to perform FEIR correlation spectroscopy, an
IR-vibrational analogue of fluorescence correlation spectrosco-
py (FCS), demonstrating that FEIR spectroscopy can achieve
SM sensitivity, i.e. where on average less than one molecule
contributes to the signal at any given time.
FEIR spectroscopy operates by the double resonance

scheme depicted in Figure 1a. An IR pulse or pulse pair
resonantly drives vibrations into their first excited state, after
which an electronically preresonant visible pulse selectively
brings the fluorophore to its electronic excited state. The
resulting fluorescence emission intensity is therefore depend-
ent on the excited vibrational population created by the IR
field on the ground electronic state and is used as an action
signal that encodes vibrational information. In practice, the
weak IR-vibrational absorption cross sections and picosecond
lifetimes necessitate intense pulses with comparable or shorter
durations to ensure the overall excitation process is
competitive against relaxation. Furthermore, high repetition
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rates benefit single-photon counting but must be balanced with
the technical requirements of generating intense, ultrashort
mid-IR pulses and potential heating artifacts.
FEIR measurements are performed with the experimental

scheme summarized in Figure 1b.22 We use 200−300 fs mid-
IR and visible pulses derived from a 1 MHz fiber laser,23

enabling time-resolved measurements of vibrational relaxation
processes, as well as broad-band excitation of multiple modes.
To achieve intense excitation fields and a small probe volume,
the IR and visible beams are focused into the sample with high
numerical aperture (NA) optics in a counter-propagating
geometry, with the smaller diffraction-limited visible focus
(340 nm 1/e2 radius, 0.2−30 pJ pulse energy) centered within
the larger IR focus (9 μm, 50 nJ). Fluorescence is collected
with the same visible objective lens, passed through selective
bandpass filters, and imaged onto a single-photon avalanche
photodiode (SPAD) with its small active area serving as a
confocal aperture. A vibrational spectrum is acquired in
Fourier transform mode with two IR pulses derived from an
interferometer.
The quality of the double resonance condition plays a crucial

role for achieving sensitive FEIR vibrational detection,
demonstrated here with the fluorophore Coumarin 6 (C6) in
acetonitrile-d3. Figure 1c shows that the tunable IR pulses have
the spectral breadth to be resonant with the carbonyl (νCO)
and three highest frequency CC ring (νR1−3) vibrations
when centered at ωIR = 1620 cm−1. Figure 1d shows the
electronic absorption and fluorescence spectra of C6. Maximal
resonance for the encoding transition is achieved when the
sum of IR and visible center frequencies (ωIR + ωvis = 20980

cm−1, λsum = 477 nm) falls near the peak of the electronic
absorption band. However, the visible pulse (fixed center
frequency ωvis = 19360 cm−1, λvis = 517 nm) alone directly
excites the red tail of the band, creating undesirable
background fluorescence. The resonance condition shown in
Figure 1d is likely a nearly ideal compromise between large
FEIR resonance and low one-photon background, but could be
further optimized with a tunable visible pulse.
Figure 1e shows the total fluorescence count rate from a 30

μM C6 solution as a function of the IR-visible pulse time delay,
or encoding delay τenc, for excitation with a single IR pulse.
The baseline apparent for τenc < 0 is the sum of the
aforementioned one-photon excited fluorescence F0 and
nonmolecular background B, including solvent Raman
scattering, impurity and optics fluorescence, and detector
dark counts. After a nearly pulse-limited rise to a maximum
labeled F1, the FEIR signal decays away, tracking the
vibrations’ population relaxation kinetics. The FEIR vibrational
spectrum at τenc = 600 fs, corresponding to the signal
maximum in Figure 1e, is shown in Figure 1f overlaid on the
FTIR linear absorption spectrum scaled by the spectrum of the
IR pulse. The FEIR spectrum is free of background due to the
Fourier transform acquisition modality. Recording FEIR
spectra as a function of τenc would resolve the decay transient
by vibrational mode. Differences in relative peak amplitudes
between the FEIR and conventional IR spectra are due to the
contribution of vibrational-electronic coupling in the former,
which controls the strength of the electronic encoding
transition. Specifically, the factor of 5 difference in FEIR
intensity between the similarly IR-intense νR2 and νR1 modes at

Figure 1. (a) Energy level diagram for FEIR spectroscopy. (b) Experimental schematic of the FEIR microscope and pulse sequence. (c) FTIR
spectrum of C6 in acetonitrile-d3 with IR pulse spectrum. (d) Electronic absorption (solid) and fluorescence (dashed) spectra with the visible pulse
spectrum, convolution of visible and IR pulse spectra (distribution of their frequency sums), and emission bandpass. (e) 1-IR-pulse FEIR data on a
30 μM C6 solution. Molecular structure of C6 is inset. (f) FEIR spectrum of the same sample at τenc = 600 fs compared with the FTIR spectrum
scaled by the IR pulse spectrum. Data acquisition times for (e) and (f) were <5 min.
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1586 and 1616 cm−1 as well as the nearly absent νCO band at
1712 cm−1 is well described by these vibrations’ respective
Huang−Rhys factors.24
The ultimate detection sensitivity of an FEIR measurement

hinges upon the ability to resolve the FEIR signal F1 against
the background F0 + B, quantified by the modulation ratio M =
F1/(F0 + B). Maximizing M therefore requires simultaneously
optimizing the brightness of molecular fluorescence F1 + F0
against B, as well as F1 against F0−−a nontrivial problem
strongly influenced by the double resonance condition
discussed above.
Figure 2a shows the concentration dependence of the

maximum F1 signal and background level F0 + B for C6, scaled

by the visible excitation intensity Ivis. While the FEIR signal is
roughly linear in concentration across the entire range, the

background levels off to a concentration-independent value in
the nM regime. This constant level represents Ivis-dependent
contributions to B, likely solvent Raman scattering or
fluorescence from impurities and optics. Correspondingly, M
(Figure 2b) falls by nearly 2 orders of magnitude from its B-
free value of ∼11 in the μM range. Using time-correlated
single-photon counting (TCSPC), prompt scattering back-
ground can be suppressed by time-gating data acquisition for
photon arrivals between 1 and 15 ns after the encoding pulse
(Supporting Information Section 3). At the lowest 1 nM
concentration investigated, this results in a 4-fold reduction in
background at the expense of 30% loss in FEIR signal,
improving M from 0.2 to 0.6.
As a demonstration of SM sensitivity, we perform fluctuation

correlation spectroscopy with the FEIR signal to count the
average number of molecules that contribute at a given time. In
analogy to FCS,25 we measure the correlation function G(t) =
⟨δF(0)δF(t)⟩/⟨F⟩2, where F(t) is the real-time photon stream
from an FEIR measurement with optical delays fixed at the
maximum signal level (τIR = 0 fs, τenc = 600 fs for C6). Like a
conventional FCS experiment, diffusion of molecules through
the probe volume produces spontaneous fluctuations in F(t),
causing G(t) to decay with the characteristic time scale of these
transits with early time amplitude given by the inverse of the
average molecule number G(0) = ⟨N⟩−1.
Figure 3a shows FEIR correlation functions from C6

solutions at 1, 2, 5, and 10 nM along with fits to a standard
diffusion model assuming a 3D-ellipsoidal Gaussian probe
volume (Supporting Information Section 5). As demonstrated
in Figure 3b, ⟨N⟩ extracted from the fits depends linearly on
concentration, with roughly one molecule at 1 nM. The
dependence of G(0) on the starting edge of the time gate used
for the 1 nM correlation function reaches ∼1.5 for gates >2 ns
(Figure S4), and we take the corresponding value of ⟨N⟩ =
0.65 as our estimate of the average molecule number. The F1

Figure 2. (a) C6 concentration dependence of F1/Ivis (red circles)
and (F0 + B)/Ivis (blue diamonds). Dashed line shows a linear
dependence for reference. (b) Modulation ratios M corresponding to
panel (a).

Figure 3. (a) FEIR correlation functions from C6 solutions at 1, 2, 5, and 10 nM (offset for clarity with zero levels indicated by dashed lines). Fits
are shown by black lines. (b) ⟨N⟩ = G(0)−1 from the fits in (a) as a function of concentration, with the linear trend shown by a dashed line. (c) 1-
IR-pulse FEIR transient from the 1 nM solution. (d) FEIR spectra at 1 nM, 30 nM, and 30 μM (offset for clarity). The visible pulse energy was 25
pJ for (a), (b), and the 1 nM spectrum in (d), and 12 pJ in (c). Acquisition times were 60 min in (a), and 30 min for (c) and 1 and 30 nM data in
(d).
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count rate per molecule (ungated) is 110 Hz, which,
accounting for the 0.63 fluorescence quantum yield and
estimated 1% instrument collection efficiency, corresponds to a
2% overall excitation efficiency per pulse sequence.26 Figure 3c
and 3d show the FEIR decay transient and spectrum recorded
from the 1 nM solution, demonstrating that the vibrational
relaxation and frequency of the brightest ring mode νR2 can still
be reliably measured at this level.
We note that the FEIR experiments shown here are

fundamentally ensemble measurements, even if ⟨N⟩ < 1. To
clarify this point we highlight the distinction, commonly
invoked in the context of FCS within SM fluorescence,27

between SM detectionexclusively observing a particular
individual for an extended periodand SM sensitivitythe
ability to measure signals and resolve changes caused by
individuals. Our proof-of-principle demonstration of FEIR
correlation spectroscopy (FEIR-CS) establishes SM sensitivity
in that it requires the observation of correlated bursts of FEIR
photons from individual molecules. Furthermore, our deter-
mination that ensemble FEIR vibrational spectra and relaxation
transients can be measured “one molecule at a time” is an
encouraging sensitivity milestone along the path toward
realizing true SM observation. Many opportunities to optimize
this technique are available, including tunable visible excitation,
increasing collection efficiency, andcruciallyhigher repeti-
tion rates, and we note that the pros and cons established by
comparison to the related SM SREF spectroscopy developed
by Min and co-workersfeaturing tunable, frequency-domain
stimulated Raman excitationwill offer important in-
sight.18,19,28

As an intermediate step toward SM spectroscopy, FEIR-CS
has potential as a powerful vibrational probe of chemical
processes in solution, just as FCS often plays an auxiliary role
to SM fluorescence experiments. While vibrational analogues
of FCS using Raman scattering have been implemented
previously, to our knowledge FEIR-CS is the first to be
sensitive enough for use with single molecules.29−31 Changes
in vibrational frequencies due to chemical interconversion or
specific molecular interactions in an equilibrium state could be
sensed as FEIR signal fluctuations and monitored via the
correlation function. Fourier transform excitation with the IR
pulse pair suggests the possibility of more sophisticated
frequency-resolved FEIR-CS experiments, similar in concept
to photon correlation Fourier spectroscopy,32,33 which could
track microsecond spectral diffusion processes.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that FEIR vibrational

spectroscopy can be performed with SM sensitivity. Careful
optimization of the resonance condition is crucial for achieving
sufficient signal brightness, while time-resolved photon
detection can significantly reduce background levels. We
demonstrated proof-of-concept FEIR-CS, which has the
potential for development as a vibrational analogue of FCS
for studying kinetics of chemical systems in solution with
enhanced structural sensitivity. With improvements to the
methods reported here, we believe true SM vibrational
detection using FEIR spectroscopy is within reach.
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